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(The English words within the Japanese sentences, such as “comment,” “manifest,” “subject,” “object,” “distance,” 
“practice,” “contemplate,” “number one,” “attach,” and so forth were said in English by Joshu Roshi.)

 碧岩という禅の本は誠にその碧岩という本の組織が誠に他の本と全く違った本の組織、
作り方をして居るのである。

The form, the way it is made up, of the Zen book known as the Blue Cliff Record is definitely 
different from other books.

今ここで読みましたように「こす」という言葉勿論碧岩の作り上げた編者、作者が言っ
て居るのであって、碧岩そのものを作り上げた生々しい人である、その人を今取り上げ
て言って居るではないということを今ここで言って居るのである。

Now, what was just read here, the first word is “Kosu!” the literal meaning of which is to 
demonstrate, or to take up.  What it means here is that the compiler of the Blue Cliff Record is 
taking up something that is not the person who actually made the Blue Cliff Record.  He is 
taking up something else.  It is as if to say, “I hereby present this,” and the “this” is not his own 
flesh and blood living experience.  (This is a very interpretive translation, based on Roshi’s 
previous explanations of this.  The Japanese that was actually said is difficult to get a clear 
meaning from.  It would be something like: Here, what we read now, the word “kosu” of course 
the compiler who made the Blue Cliff, the compiler is saying it, the Blue Cliff itself, made, a 
flesh and blood living person, not that kind of person speaking, is what is here being spoken.)

There are a hundred cases in the Blue Cliff Record, and each one of them begins with the singing
of this word, “Kosu.”

What is this particular case about?  Just as you just heard from the reading, it is about the 
meeting between Emperor Wu of Liang and the great teacher Bodhidharma.  

What sort of a person was this Emperor Wu of Liang?  This is, at least in a certain way, the 
question that is taken up in this first so called “capping phrase” that says, “This whining dummy 
speaks up!”

The main text, the case itself says, “Emperor Wu of Liang asks the Great Teacher 
Bodhidharma.”

Master Engo then faces the main text and interprets it.
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In Zen these kinds of interpretations, comments, criticisms are called “capping phrases.”

What is known as the Blue Cliff Record was put together by combining the main text, such as 
“Emperor Wu of Liang meets the Great Teacher Bodhidharma” with these capping phrases made
by Master Engo.

The capping phrases are interpretations, comments, criticisms of the main text, but the way of 
speaking and thinking used in these capping phrases is a uniquely Zen way, different from other 
kinds of literature.  

Following the koan itself Master Engo comments further, in an historical way, on this meeting 
between the great teacher Bodhidharma and Emperor Wu. 

So, this book called the Blue Cliff Record includes, as I said, the main text or case which is a 
description of a Zen meeting which actually occurred historically, Master Engo’s comments on 
the case, and also a third section (in each chapter).  This third section, following the main text, is 
Master Engo’s historical comments on the case.  This is how the Blue Cliff Record is organized.

Among these different parts the most important parts to study for people who are studying and 
practicing Zen are the main text and Engo’s capping phrases on the main text.

As I just said, Master Engo’s comments are very sharp.  And another thing that can be said about
his comments is that they always seem to have the standpoint of praising and the standpoint of 
scolding lurking around them in some way.

And isn’t this true?  Isn’t it so that generally speaking what we call literature is the kind of 
writing that takes up people’s emotions, takes up people’s sadnesses and joys.

And although the parts about people meeting each other are the same as ordinary literature the 
comments are uniquely Zen, quite different from ordinary literature.  That is why I said earlier 
that the Blue Cliff Record can be called Zen literature.

Master Engo’s comments are truly sharp, and certainly different from ordinary literature.  He 
gives his comments from a Zen point of view, and so there are cases when he praises, but there 
are also cases when he absolutely harshly scolds, saying, “If that is the way you’re going to be, 
that stinks!”

In order to do anything like interpreting or understanding a koan and then expressing that 
interpretation or understanding in a comment we must see it from a Zen perspective.  Master 
Engo does this in a magnificent way, and his comments are great Zen teaching.

In the beginning, for Zen students just starting to read and study the Blue Cliff Record, because 
Master Engo scolds and praises so freely, all students meet up with the condition of having no 
idea what this book is about.  

I will be picking up various examples of Zen literature as I continue to talk, and in these 
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examples sometimes there is praise and sometimes there is severely abusive language.  Whether 
something is true and real or not is what is being praised or vilified.  Why must there be praise in
a certain instance, and why must there be scolding in a certain instance?  As we continue looking
at the Blue Cliff Record it is important to be very careful about considering what vantage point 
the praising is being done from, and what point of view the severe criticism is being done from 
as well.

Let’s take up an example that will make it easier to understand this.  What about an infant seven 
or eight months old or so, crawling on all fours like a frog, and heading for a toy that is in front 
of him on the floor.  Then he reaches the toy and grasps it up. 

Everyone has passed through this stage of life, although you have all forgotten about this time of 
your life.  If you sit zazen and contemplate this well, arousing your old memories, you will 
realize, “Yes, that kind of thing really did happen to me.”  It is possible to recall these old 
memories, so let’s try to talk about this example.

The seven month old baby is crawling little by little, inch by inch, to get the toy.  The first thing 
that happens, that allows him to begin the attempt to get the toy, is that he first recognizes that 
there is a toy there in front of him.  After recognizing that he makes great efforts, giving his 
entire body in the effort, to get closer to the toy.

This child has not yet developed thinking consciousness.  He is in no way thinking anything like,
“What is consciousness?  What does it mean to get closer to something?”  He is not thinking 
about there being a world of the object, and a different world of the subject, and yet another 
different world of distance in between subject and object.  Without having the sort of 
consciousness which thinks these things the baby acts.

As if his life depended on it, giving his entire body the baby is now making efforts to get the toy.

Everyone who is here now is here having passed through experiences like this.

Then, he gets the toy.  Does he become happy or sad?  Everyone!  Sit zazen now and try to think 
about this carefully.

Of course, meeting up with the sought for toy and grabbing it up the child smiles with delight.

As science advanced I think it is fair to say that it gave birth to a new branch of scholarship, this 
unique way of study called psychology.

If psychology acknowledges that even a tiny infant has the heart activity or mind activity then I 
think we all have been learning what psychology has to say about this from the psychological 
perspective.

I haven’t really studied much psychology myself, so I’m not really sure about this, but I think 
that it is probably the case that psychology, up until now, has not yet gone so far as to investigate
this issue.  That is the issue of whether the child is happy or sad when he gets the toy he was 
after.  
Everyone should be able to understand this from their own experience.  All of you, if you try to 
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think about it, you should be able to call back your memories, and then you will remember that at
the very instant you grabbed the toy, “Waaaa!” you cried.

The mother is startled, thinking, “Why is he crying?”  At once she picks up the baby and hugs 
him.  We have all experienced this kind of thing many, many times.  All of you are definitely 
capable of calling back these memories.

If you practice this experience for a week or two then you will come to the realization, “Yes!  
That really was the way it was.  In the end when I got the toy I cried.  I didn’t really know why I 
cried, but I cried.”  You will be able to recall that memory.  That is what I’m saying now.

The reason why I can say this with such certainty is that I myself am able to recall having these 
experiences as an infant.  

Why did I cry?

At the very moment I grasped the toy the toy disappeared, and so I was startled, and cried.

It is important in Zen practice to sit zazen well and call back these kinds of memories.

Now, maybe it’s in the spring, and maybe in the fall, but there you are with your mother, 
relaxing under a tree, and then, suddenly, the sun goes down.  And when the sun suddenly goes 
to rest, even though you are with your mother still, you lose her!  Then you cry, “Waaaaaaaa!”  I 
expect everyone knows about these experiences too.

I grew up on a farm so these are the kinds of examples I can use.  I suppose for people who grew 
up in big cities other examples need to be used in order for you to understand.

It really is the same.  When the mother goes into the kitchen to work, suddenly she disappears, 
and “Waaaaa” the child cries in a loud voice.  These kinds of situations definitely happened to 
you all many times.

Then, becoming ten or eleven years old, little by little as the child grows up, the child  comes to 
understand the principle behind what is happening in these sorts of situations.

Along these lines everyone has grown up experiencing that when we are in the light of the sun 
that is when we are joyfully with mother and father, with everyone, together.

Then, suddenly, the sunlight vanishes, and both father and mother, simultaneously, are lost.  
Then we are seized by loneliness.  We all have experienced this sort of situation.

It is fine that you have come to study this difficult practice known as Zen.  Zen, however, is to 
study the way of being of all we existent beings.  From the very start it must be taught:  Why are 
we born and why do we pass away?  If this is not taught from the very beginning then no matter 
how much time passes the student will fixate his “I am” self, and continue to think in his self 
centered, arbitrary manner.  Therefore the first teaching of Zen practice is to carefully fathom the
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foundation, origin, source.

Things appear, and those things, once manifest, are bound to disappear.  The way of teaching in 
Tathagata Zen is to demand, from the start, that the student, through his experience of Zen 
practice, come to have the wisdom that clearly knows the principle behind this for himself. 

If you come to clearly know the principles of appearance and disappearance then for the first 
time you will also realize that it is when you are NOT helped by others that you disappear.  This 
is the teaching of Tathagata Zen.

When investigating these principles, it isn’t very interesting or fun to just be taught the theory of 
them.  Therefore in Tathagata Zen the way of teaching is to say that you must delve into 
experiential reality itself until you manifest the kind of understanding that knows, with certainty, 
“Yes, that IS the way it is.”

Right now, in the garden, we see a flower blooming before our eyes.  Isn’t it true that the desire, 
the feeling inevitably arises which thinks, “What a beautiful flower.  How lovable.  I want to 
pick it!”

The function of consciousness has been manifest by the self who proclaims, “I am.”  It is only 
after this development that this sort of so-called, “Conscious thought function” occurs. 

If you do not understand these principles then you will come to pick the flower and throw the 
flower away simply following your self centered, arbitrary thinking.  Then, although you did 
take all the trouble and initiative to pick the flower in the first place, even only halfway back 
home the flower may wither and wilt, and not look good to you anymore, and you will come to 
throw the flower away.

We must really carefully take up these kinds of situations and look at them well.  In order to 
investigate the principles of disappearing and appearing we must take up many and various 
different situations and examine them carefully.

The role of picking something up, and also the role of being the one that gets picked up, it is 
taught that it is essential to recognize both of these standpoints.

In other words the teaching that teaches that you, who have developed consciousness, will 
inevitably manifest both the sort of consciousness that picks up and the sort that throws that thing
you picked up away is the teaching of Tathagata Zen.

If it must be said more precisely, and now I am talking from my own experience, well, isn’t it a 
joy to play with a beautiful girl?

However, even while you are stilling playing with the first girl, another, even more beautiful girl 
appears.  Then your heart feels, “Even more than this girl, this friend who I have been having fun
with, this new girl is even more beautiful, and so certainly this new girl will be bring me even 
more joy, and melt my heart even more deeply.  Although the first girl is cute, this new one is 
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even cuter!” 

In situations like this isn’t it natural for both girls to make efforts to win the favor of the one 
boy?  Both thinking, “I must make him like me.”

When the girls grow up a bit, though, then they come to think, “There isn’t any need for me to 
have this boy for my own.  I have lots of friends!  It’s perfectly fine for me not to play with him. 
I’ll just leave.”

The same thing will inevitably happen to the boy.  There will be times when a girl will come to 
dislike him.

If another girl who can console his heart better comes along then the boy doesn’t need to depend 
on the (first) girl.  He can leave without any trouble or internal conflict.

All of you have been highly educated and become true ladies and gentleman, really grand young 
men and women, and so you have probably forgotten about things like this, but I have not 
forgotten these things.  Even now I can recall these experiences from my own life.

 It is inevitable that this kind of progress and development occurs.  Our consciousness’ develop 
more and more.

Going back now to what I was talking about earlier, when I was an infant, at the very moment I 
grasped the thing I was after I lost that thing, and cried in a loud voice.

And what I am saying is that even now it is the same.  Even now you should recall the principles 
at play in these sorts of experiences, and sit zazen, and carefully contemplate them.  Because 
even for a grown man it is the same.  When a man gets the beautiful woman he was after, at that 
very moment he disappears and so does she.

I must apologize for my voice that is failing me.  I cannot give an interesting talk with such a 
failing voice, but in any case, it is important to sit zazen, and what shall we call it, contemplate?, 
See? the principles I have been talking about.

Crying like that!  What kind of state was that?  It is certain that when we grasped the thing we 
were after it disappeared.  That world of things having vanished is a world you cannot say 
anything about.  To encounter it is startling.  It is because we were shocked, startled, that we 
cried.

People come here and sit zazen.  The men cry, but the women cry more.  When I see a woman 
crying it makes me love her.

Actually it’s the same for the men.  When I see a man crying, even though I hadn’t really liked 
him much before, it makes me able to like him better.

Existent things, certainly, do disappear. (And) When suddenly, abruptly, appearance is manifest 
from the world where there is nothing, we are surprised and overjoyed.
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Something that had been here up to now disappears. At this moment of disappearance subject 
and object disappear at the same time, simultaneously.  Buddhism teaches this difficult thing.

When subject and object disappear subject and object disappear into unity.  It is always that 
subject and object have become one with each other.  It is never that they have (simply) 
disappeared.  They have manifested unification.  This is what is taught.

Well, we have finally reached the time to stop, and so I must end this talk here for today.  So, in 
the end, it is a difficult thing to understand but, in conclusion, when we see the object standing in
front of us as an object then we are seeing it as a thing that is  utterly different from ourselves. 

Therefore the “I am” and the object inevitably come to be in a subject, object relationship, in 
which they are in opposition to each other.

In these situations, between subject and object, there is always manifest this thing called 
distance.  The teaching of Buddhism is the teaching that teaches this.

However, when that distance and the subject and the object disappear, and manifest the state of 
unity, then there is no need to think.  Then, without fail, that self is manifest who does not need 
to think about anything, who does not need to think, “This exists” or “This does not exist.”  The 
teaching of Buddhism teaches like this.

When the wisdom comes into being that knows this principle then we know that these things we 
call objects and our “I am” selves are not in opposition to each other, but instead we will know 
that those things which appear as so called objects are our “object selves.”  They are manifest as 
the “object self” of the self.  That is what we mean by “object.”  We will know that originally 
there are no objects.  Those things which appear as objects are our objective “I am” selves.  The 
teaching of Buddhism emphasizes this teaching.

Having children we become mothers and fathers, and as mothers and fathers we clearly 
understand that in no way do our children exist as objects independent from ourselves.

The father sees the child and thinks, “This is my objective self.”  The mother also thinks, “This is
my objective self.  This is mine.”  This sort of thinking inevitably arises in mother and father 
according to the teachings of Buddhism.

However, one mistaken way of educating comes to be manifest at this point.

Buddhism further teaches that truly the mistaken way of educating is not a mistaken way of 
educating.  There are never any mistakes, but when we become drowned in love, attached to 
love, addicted to love then we come to teach mistaken principles.  This is what Buddhism 
teaches.
objective

As I just said mother and father see their child, and the father thinks, “This child is I.  There is no
possible way that I can think of this child as an object to myself.  This child is my objective self.”
The mother also thinks, “This is my objective “I.”  The father also thinks, “This child is my 
child.”  Buddhism teaches by saying, “Isn’t it true that this sort of thinking must arise?”
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Following from this way of thinking mother and father sacrifice their whole bodies in order for  
the child to grow.  They educate their child by offering their entire bodies.

Even dogs and cats do this.  The parents give their whole bodies to raise the children.

The positions of objective and subjective are never fixated.  There is only one true thing.  There 
is only one real thing.  That is the condition of the unification of objective, subject, and the 
distance between them.  The teachings of Buddhism teach this.

This talk is slowly but surely getting more difficult, but anyway, when the three worlds of past, 
present, and future vanish, and the one world manifests, it is only that world of oneness that is 
the world of reality.  There is no other real world.  That state of oneness, of one world, is also the
only true self.  Buddhism teaches this.

This manifestation of the true self is the manifestation of true love, as I have been telling you 
over and over again.

Speaking of reality, the manifestation of the perfect self, that is reality.  In other words there is 
only one thing that is reality, and that is the manifestation of perfect love.  This is very clearly 
taught.  This is Buddhism.

Therefore if you acknowledge the existence of your “I am” self, and then stand up in that “I am” 
point of view, from that position the manifestation of the true self, the manifestation of true love 
will never, ever occur.  This is what is taught.

(To get back to) the mistake (that I referred to earlier) the subject that we call “I am,” and the 
position of the object, and thinking that distance is a fixated thing, all of these are manifestations 
of an imperfect self.  This is what is taught.

There is this imperfect self, the self that calls itself “I am” that is not the true self.  Buddhism 
thoroughly teaches us that the mistake is to attach to that “I am” self.

We are studying the Blue Cliff.  Now we have chosen the Blue Cliff Record to study, but in the 
end, the essential teaching of the Blue Cliff Record is this, It is wrong to attach to the imperfect 
self.

The thing of it is, when our children are children we think they are so cute.  This is because we 
mothers and fathers think we ourselves are the most adorable things.  Then we come to teach our
children, “You must become the best in the world.  You must be the highest class of person in 
society.”  Or, for example, “Our ethnic group is the number one most top class group of people 
in the world.”  This is a big mistake.  This teachings of Buddhism teach this.

Number One!  I am number one top class!  If you attach to that kind of idea then you really make
it impossible for yourself to walk the road of happiness.

“I am number one.”  That is the beginning of all of the mistakes in the world.

To study Zen through reading the Blue Cliff requires us, although it is quite difficult,  to 
carefully learn about this foundation, this essential condition.  This essential condition must be 
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learned well, and taught well, until the realization occurs, “Yes, that is the way it is!”  If this does
not happen no matter how many years one may study Zen it is not true Zen study.

I will tell you another example of this.  In Japan, actually in the orient, there is a saying, 
“Misfortune comes to beautiful women.”

No one more than a beautiful woman becomes unable to manifest her complete self.  Her life is 
cut short.  This is the meaning of the expression, “Misfortune comes to beautiful women.”

It’s really the same for men too.  The expression could just as well be, “Misfortune comes to 
handsome men.”  If we come to think, “I am important.  I am high class” then it becomes painful
for us to walk together with second class, or third class, or fourth class people.  Then it becomes 
impossible for us to walk together with other people.

For men it is exactly the same.  A man might go to a lot of school, or make a lot of money, and if
he becomes a person who thinks, “I could never live with this fourth class very poor person,” 
then there is no way he will be able to become a complete person.

This is why the worst thing is to attach.  It is no good to attach to being rich, or being a beautiful 
girl, or being a handsome boy.  This sort of attachment always comes to manifest something bad.
The same is true with war.  When we come to think that our religion is the best then these things 
called religion become the causes of constant war.  Buddhism tells us this. 

The first chapter of the Blue Cliff is the meeting between Emperor Wu of Liang and the Great 
Teacher Bodhidharma.  And what would happen if at this meeting the Emperor were attached to 
“I am The Emperor,” and Bodhidharma were attached to “I am a Zen Master.  I am a holy 
person,”?

This koan is built upon this question, this situation.

We have gone way over time, so I will end here.  There was another conversation, not in this 
koan, between Emperor Wu of Liang and Bodhidharma, that took place before the conversation 
in this koan took place, and in the previous question and answer (mondo) the Emperor asked, “I 
have done many deeds to help save people.  I have been doing things to rescue people.  I have 
been putting the teachings of Buddhism into practice.  In the same way a one says that taking a 
medicine is effective and will benefit the person who takes it, how have  my doing these good 
deeds benefited me?”

Attached to being the emperor, and standing up in that attachment, that was the kind of person 
Emperor Wu of Liang was.

This is not the kind of person we would expect Bodhidharma to make his partner.

Therefore Bodhidharma answered Emperor Wu by saying, “No merit.”  He said that there was 
absolutely no benefit.  Absolutely no merit.  This is how he answered here.

You must not misunderstand this.  If you stand in ‘no merit’ it is the state of the source.  The 
world that is prior to our birth.  That is the world of “no merit.”
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Then Emperor Wu asked Bodhidharma, “What about you, the one who is standing in front of 
me, are you a saint or a worldly person, a sage or an ordinary person?  Are you a farmer or a 
laborer, or what are you?”

“Beats me!” is what he said.

This question and answer (mondo) also is talked about in the long comment (that is part of 
chapter one), and so I will talk about it in more detail at that time, but in any case, there was this 
other mondo that took place first, and then, later, there was the question and answer about the 
‘primary import of holy enlightenment’ (that comes up in the koan of this first chapter).

Tomorrow I will finally talk about this mondo in which Emperor Wu asks Great Teacher 
Bodhidharma, “What is the primary import of holy enlightenment?”  (What Master Engo says 
about Bodhidharma’s answer is), “I suppose what he says here might help to save some people a 
little bit, but the sort of thing Bodhidharma says here is a bit late, a bit slow!”  This is the caution
that is given here.

Okay, here is where we will stop for today.  I have gone way over time.  It really is inexcusable.  
Hai!

終わり
The End
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